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In July 2014, Debra Harrell worked the day shift at McDonald’s. A single mother, Ms. Harrell worked in a job that did not provide paid family leave and did not pay enough to cover childcare for her nine-year-old during the summer recess. When her daughter asked to play outside instead of sitting in the restaurant all day, Ms. Harrell gave her a cell phone and a key to their house before dropping her off at a local park. Another parent, however, alerted police that the girl was there without supervision. Several hours later, Ms. Harrell was arrested, and her daughter was sent to a group home, where she stayed for the next eighteen days. In a society that touts “family values” yet fails to provide the supports that families need to thrive, “Debra Harrell’s village fail[ed] her.”

I. INTRODUCTION

Ostensibly, the “child welfare system” exists to safeguard the well-being of minors. Before a child is taken from the home and placed in state custody, federal law requires public agencies to make “reasonable efforts to prevent or eliminate the need” for removal. As the American Academy of Pediatrics has recognized, separating a child from their family inflicts profound trauma that can negatively impact that child’s mental health—often irreparably. Indeed, the term “prevention” appears frequently throughout numerous federal child welfare statutes enacted since the 1970’s. Yet state child protective services (“CPS”) rarely take meaningful preventative action before ordering a child’s removal; despite a theoretical commitment to “prevention,” these agencies often exercise their authority by removing a child in the aftermath of a real or perceived family crisis that could have been mitigated by far less disruptive upstream interventions.

Although state laws tend to limit child removals only to those cases involving imminent danger to the child, it is well-established that children from low-income families are dramatically overrepresented in the child
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welfare system.9 Neglect-based removals—which accounted for 74.9% of all removals in 2019—illustrate a “catch-all” and vague classification used to take children from the home despite having experienced no harm or risk of harm.10 This data thus highlights the biggest risk for family unity among low-income households: the government’s bias in conflating poverty and neglect.11 Many of the conditions cited when state workers remove children from the home could easily have been addressed prior to the emergence of a crisis, through the types of services that the states could and should provide. Children from communities that have been systemically marginalized are frequently removed due to homelessness, a lack of heat, food shortage, or in the case of Debra Harrell’s daughter, inadequate supervision.12 Other children are removed because CPS conflates a parent’s inability to afford health care with intentional deprivation.13 Multiple studies demonstrate that thirty percent of foster children could be reunified with their parents if their parents had stable and affordable housing.14

Additionally, Black parents are more likely to be investigated by CPS,15 and once investigated, are more likely to have their children removed.16 An astounding fifty-three percent of Black children in America will have had contact with the child welfare system in their lifetimes.17 Thus, the combination of racial bias with the conflation of poverty and neglect by child welfare actors means that when parents are both poor and Black, their children are at extremely high risk of removal.18 But given the enormous federal budget allocated to the “child welfare” or family
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regulation system,19 “the disturbingly large number of poverty-related family separations that Black families experience are simply unnecessary.”20 As one long-time attorney for parents in family regulation proceedings put it, “[t]he problem is not that child services fails to remove enough children. It’s that the agency has not been equipped to address the daily manifestations of economic and racial inequality. Instead, it is designed to treat structural failings as the personal flaws of low-income parents.”21

Notwithstanding the legal requirement that public agencies make “reasonable efforts to prevent or eliminate the need” for removal,22 foster care systems in states across the country are filled with children who did not need to be removed and who suffer greater harm from being removed than they would if they had been allowed to stay at home.23

The “reasonable efforts to prevent removal” requirement has failed to prevent unnecessary removals because current governmental efforts to “prevent” children’s removal from their families are usually last-minute, crisis-driven, unrealistic, and minimal: a mother in crisis is given a list of substance abuse treatment facilities; or is placed on a waiting list for mental health services; or is handed a bag of groceries.24 These measures offer too little, come too late, and are not consistent with decades of experience in other fields in which social ills have been prevented successfully.

Effective prevention of any social ill requires actions intended to prevent the appearance of the problem. These actions, called “primary prevention,” are taken long before the actualization of the harmful event sought to be avoided, in an effort to minimize or eliminate risk of the event’s occurrence.25 Reasonable measures to “prevent or eliminate the need” for child removal would help children and families upstream, when

23 See, e.g., Vivek S. Sankaran & Christopher Church, Easy Come, Easy Go: The Plight of Children Who Spend Less Than Thirty Days in Foster Care, 19 U. PA. J.L. & SOC. CHANGE 207, 216 (2016) (“[D]espite this clear legal framework and the sound research concerning the trauma resulting from removal and placement in foster care, each year, juvenile courts sanction the removals of roughly 25,000 children whose complete foster care episode is thirty days or less.”).
24 Cf. COLO. REV. STAT. § 19-1-103(89); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 29, § 9003 (“[F]amily preservation services will be provided to those families whose children are at imminent risk of out-of-home placement when it is determined that out-of-home placement can be avoided. . . .”) (emphasis added).
25 See generally William M. Haddon, Jr., The Changing Approach to the Epidemiology, Prevention, and Amelioration of Trauma: The Transition to Approaches Etiologically Rather Than Descriptively Based, 58 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH & NATION’S HEALTH 1431 (1968) [hereinafter Haddon, Changing Approach] (discussing the harm prevention literature’s gradual recognition and preference of long-term mitigative approaches).
intervention offers a greater return on investment for all stakeholders. Remedial efforts undertaken only after problems have emerged are doomed to failure and thus are not reasonably calculated to prevent or eliminate the need for removals.

Because so many children are removed unnecessarily due to poverty, primary prevention efforts focused on building economic stability and social cohesion should be made in underserved communities. Building family and community wealth could undergird the local support networks so crucial to child and family well-being. The failure of states thus far to meaningfully address poverty has resulted in thousands of unnecessary child removals, primarily from low-income and other marginalized families. Accordingly, states should not be found to have satisfied their legal obligation to act reasonably in trying to prevent the child’s removal unless they have taken certain prophylactic steps. Applying this “reasonable efforts” provision correctly will lead to fewer child removals, because communities—especially communities of color—will be stronger.

This Piece argues that prevention of child removal must include efforts to create and fund anticipatory, rather than reactive, measures by the state that build the wealth and cohesion of communities. Strong communities prevent social problems—like child removals—because strong communities have layers of social and economic insulation that prevent the need for removal from arising at all. Living in a community marked by interpersonal cohesion and a baseline of necessary resources and infrastructure limits the stresses and other tangible consequences of poverty. Strong communities also prevent removals because if a problem arises in a family, the family has a broad support network to which it may turn, potentially obviating a need for government intervention. Wisdom from prevention-based interventions in other contexts, and the requirement that state agencies must draw on community strengths, will empower communities to support families and ultimately lead to fewer removals.

II. THE FAILURE OF THE REASONABLE EFFORTS TO PREVENT REMOVAL REQUIREMENT

Under federal law, states are entitled to reimbursement for the costs incurred in keeping a child in foster care, only if the state makes “reasonable efforts . . . to preserve . . . families prior to the placement of a child in foster care, to prevent or eliminate the need for removing the child from the child’s home.” First included in the 1980 Adoption Assistance and Safe Families Act, 42 U.S.C. § 671(a)(15)(B)(i) (2021).
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26 See generally CHILDREN’S RIGHTS, FIGHTING INSTITUTIONAL RACISM, supra note 20.


and Child Welfare Act ("AACWA"),\textsuperscript{30} this requirement was incorporated into the 1997 Adoption and Safe Families Act ("ASFA").\textsuperscript{31} According to the January 25, 2000 Federal Register setting forth regulations on states’ compliance, ASFA “seeks to provide States with the necessary tools and incentives to achieve the original goals of [the AACWA]: safety; permanency; and child and family well-being.”\textsuperscript{32} Accordingly, regulations promulgated in the implementation of ASFA require that each state “make reasonable efforts to maintain the family unit and prevent the unnecessary removal of a child from his/her home, as long as the child’s safety is assured.”\textsuperscript{33}

There is little legislative, administrative, or judicial guidance at the federal level as to what constitutes “reasonable efforts” to prevent child removal.\textsuperscript{34} Similarly, while every state has promulgated a plan and enacted local statutes requiring that reasonable efforts be made to avoid removal (and placement), there is considerable variance in how such requirements are interpreted.\textsuperscript{35}

As a result, state policies focus on the emergency, crisis-driven needs of children in immediate danger or at imminent risk of removal from their families and placement in foster care. Colorado, for example, requires that services be provided to children “at imminent risk of out of home placement”\textsuperscript{36}; unfortunately, these “services” are limited to a boilerplate menu of last-minute parenting classes and drug testing facilities rather than meaningful assistance in addressing a specific family’s underlying challenges.\textsuperscript{37} Moreover, the state’s assistance is only offered once a family is already in crisis, when even robust interventions face long odds.

Notwithstanding these perfunctory and impersonal family services, courts typically find that the state has made sufficient efforts to prevent a child’s removal.\textsuperscript{38} Judge Leonard Edwards says of his colleagues, “[s]ome judges understand their responsibility but are unwilling to exercise their power and rule on social service failures.”\textsuperscript{39} Further, many judges are

\textsuperscript{33} 45 C.F.R. § 1356.21(b).
\textsuperscript{34} Alice C. Shotton, Making Reasonable Efforts in Child Abuse and Neglect Cases: Ten Years Later, 26 CAL. W.L. REV. 223, 225 (1990).
\textsuperscript{36} COLO. REV. STAT. § 19-1-103(114) (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{38} See generally J. Leonard P. Edwards, Improving Implementation of the Federal Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, 45 JUV. & FAM. CT. J. 3 (1994); see also Shanta Trivedi, The Harm of Child Removal, 43 N.Y.U. REV. L & SOC. CHANGE 523, 577 (2019) ("[O]ne study] showed that over 90 percent of judges rarely or never made a noreasonable-efforts finding and 40 percent had made reasonable efforts findings even when they believed that the agency had not, in fact, made those efforts.").
\textsuperscript{39} See Edwards, supra note 38, at 4.
worried about making a finding of no reasonable efforts because they know it will affect federal funding.\footnote{Nat’l Council of Juvenile & Fam. Ct. Judges, Nevada Court Improvement Project Re-Assessment Final Report 48 (2005).} On the other hand, if the court finds that reasonable efforts to prevent removal (“REPR”) were made, the state is entitled to some federal reimbursement of the costs of the child’s stay in foster care.\footnote{Id.} Thus in most states, the consequence of a finding that REPRs were not made is the state’s loss of the reimbursement.

As a result of the failure of judges to enforce the “reasonable efforts to prevent removal” requirement, thousands of children whose removals could have been prevented were taken from their families. For example, scholars Vivek Sankaran and Christopher Church found that in one year, 25,000 children who were removed from their families left foster care in thirty days.\footnote{Sankaran & Church, supra note 23, at 218.} The average child spent six days in foster care, and seventy-five percent were back home within two weeks.\footnote{Id.} Moreover, seventy-six percent of these children went back to the very homes from which they were removed.\footnote{Id.}

Thus, prevention of child removals has been ineffective. Efforts to prevent other social ills, however, such as automobile accidents and gun violence, offer promise and lessons that can be applied in the field of child welfare.

III. THE PROMISE OF A PREVENTION-BASED APPROACH

A. The Haddon Matrix

The most widely used framework in the field of prevention is the Haddon Matrix, developed by William Haddon after researching how best to prevent auto accidents and how best to minimize serious injury if an accident could not be prevented.\footnote{See generally William M. Haddon, Jr., Editorial, On the Escape of Tigers: An Ecologic Note, 60 Am. J. Pub. Health & Nation’s Health 2229 (1970) [hereinafter Haddon, On the Escape of Tigers].} The Haddon Matrix distinguishes between efforts designed to avoid an accident in the first place (primary prevention), those designed to reduce the severity of trauma during an accident (secondary prevention), and those designed to provide treatment for injuries after an accident (tertiary prevention).\footnote{Daniel J. Barnett et al., The Application of the Haddon Matrix to Public Health Readiness and Response Planning, 113 Envtl. Health Persps. 561, 561 (2005); see also Larry Cohen & Susan Swift, The Spectrum of Prevention: Developing a Comprehensive Approach to Injury Prevention, 5 Inj. Prevention 203, 203 (1999) (citing Haddon, supra note 45, at 2229–34).}

According to Haddon, there are three stages to the injury process: a pre-event phase, an event phase, and a post-event phase.\footnote{See Haddon, On the Escape of Tigers, supra note 45, at 2230–33.} Haddon’s research identified “driver, vehicle, and environmental factors before, during, and after collisions to minimize injuries and their severity.”\footnote{L.S. Robertson, Guest Editorial, Groundless Attack on an Uncommon Man: William Haddon, Jr, MD, 7 Inj. Prevention 260, 260 (2001).} Each
stage requires a different intervention strategy, and a variety of techniques may be necessary to maximize the effect of each stage.\textsuperscript{49} The emphasis at the pre-event stage is placed on primary prevention, ideally eliminating hazardous conditions and insulating individuals from harmful elements.\textsuperscript{50} Successful secondary prevention, meanwhile, should incorporate safeguards aimed at limiting damage once a harmful event is underway.\textsuperscript{51} Finally, post-event, tertiary preventions focus on providing treatment and rehabilitation to the injured or vulnerable party.\textsuperscript{52}

B. Successful Prevention Campaigns

The value of Haddon’s concept of pre-event intervention can be seen in non-automobile contexts. One such example is violence intervention programs. In these initiatives, trusted members of the community serve as messengers to intervene in conflict before it leads to violence.\textsuperscript{53} Over twenty years ago, Cure Violence Global (“CVG”) adopted a public health approach to interrupting gun violence by using trusted community members to mediate conflict and promote healthier behaviors among individuals at highest risk.\textsuperscript{54} This program was replicated all over the world and led to a reduction in violence of up to ninety percent in some cases.\textsuperscript{55} Further, the program had other positive effects on the community such as better education and employment outcomes, improved parenting, and an overall change in community norms surrounding violence.\textsuperscript{56}

In Baltimore’s “Safe Streets” program, the three-pronged public-health approach identifies those at high risk of engaging in violence, intervenes in conflict with mediation prior to escalation into violence and finally, changes the community narrative surrounding violence and the acceptance thereof.\textsuperscript{57} Safe Streets “violence interrupters” recognize the value of being in the community, canvassing daily and building relationships with the most vulnerable. Additionally, the organization hosted community events such as basketball tournaments and movie nights, provided essentials such as diapers and shoes to community members, and partnered with other organizations to provide services such

\textsuperscript{50} Id. at 11.
\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
\textsuperscript{55} Id.
\textsuperscript{56} Id.
\textsuperscript{57} Christianna McCausland, Don’t Take it Outside, BALTIMORE MAG., https://www.baltimoremagazine.com/section/gamechangers/safe-streets-baltimore-ending-city-violence [https://perma.cc/2CAE-URPE].
as job training and housing.\textsuperscript{58} Finally, some violence interrupters visited victims of gun violence in the hospital in an effort to reduce retaliatory violence and to increase the likelihood that they will follow up on medical care.\textsuperscript{59} These combined efforts resulted in community buy-in and a hugely positive response. After Safe Streets’ implementation, the area it serviced went twenty-three months without a homicide.\textsuperscript{60} The program was not perfect, as primary prevention cannot completely eliminate the negative results it seeks to avoid.\textsuperscript{61} Overall, however, the program’s eight zones realized significant decreases in shootings and homicides than neighborhoods that did not implement it.\textsuperscript{62}

In recognition of the positive impact of evidence-based, public health approaches to gun violence, the Biden administration recently directed significant federal funding towards a series of Community Violence Intervention (“CVI”) programs.\textsuperscript{63} Importantly, the government took a broad-based approach to intervention from jobs programs providing at-risk individuals with skills necessary for employment, to services specifically targeted towards addressing the risk of children’s exposure to violence, to micro-grants for innovative community policing strategies.\textsuperscript{64}

These programs involve substantial efforts in the “pre-event” stage—prior to any occurrence of the phenomenon sought to be prevented. For communities that suffer the disproportionate impact and trauma of gun violence, anything but primary prevention is too late.\textsuperscript{65}

C. Preventing Child Removals: Primary Prevention Efforts to Build Communities’ Wealth and Social Cohesion

Currently, the family regulation system concentrates its efforts at the crisis event itself and the post-crisis period. For example, in Ms. Harrell’s case, the event was the moment that her daughter was alone at a park due to Ms. Harrell’s inability to afford childcare.\textsuperscript{66} The child welfare system therefore intervened to remove the child, post-event.\textsuperscript{67}

The promise of Haddon’s research has been realized in a limited number of initiatives which have demonstrated that child removals can be prevented by primary prevention efforts. In the context of child welfare,
these primary prevention efforts have been directed toward building wealth and strengthening communities.

For example, Universal Basic Income programs are an example demonstrating how even a small amount of money can lead to a dramatic change in circumstance for many families. In Stockton, California, low-income residents were given $500 a month for two years, no-strings-attached. In addition to improving “participants’ job prospects, financial stability and overall well-being,” the program “alleviated financial strain across fragile networks and generated more time for relationships.” The recent Child Tax Credit (“CTC”) also demonstrates how unconditional financial support can allow low-income families to thrive. One study showed that the majority of the families who received the CTC used the money to pay their bills, pay their housing costs, and buy food. A large percentage also used the money for child-related costs including school supplies and childcare.

Programs such as these that provide poor families with more income to meet basic needs can result in lower levels of contact with child protective services. At the most basic level, states who took advantage of the option to expand Medicaid coverage in the Affordable Care Act saw a decline in “child neglect” while the states who did not saw an increase. Another study found that increasing the earned income tax credit by only $1,000 reduced the likelihood of a child protective investigation by seven to ten percent. Recently, research showed that an 11.3% drop in substantiated cases of child maltreatment was attributed to the introduction of a single additional store that accepts Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (“SNAP”) benefits in the most sparsely populated areas of Connecticut. Similar studies found that measures such as increasing the minimum wage and access to Medicaid and preventing evictions led to reduced child welfare intervention and to improved child and family well-being.

Ultimately, however, money alone will not prevent children from being taken unnecessarily from their families. Resources need to be
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combined with non-punitive aid to ensure that families will truly be able to thrive. Several social support programs have demonstrated success. In South Carolina, Dr. Gary Melton developed an initiative called *Strong Communities For Children*, which eliminated the need for government assistance or intervention. The ultimate goal of this program was to prevent child abuse and neglect by strengthening children’s communities. In this initiative “[a]ll are guided by the principle that people shouldn’t have to ask [for help]—that help should be built into community settings in a manner that is ‘natural,’ responsive, and non-stigmatizing” in an effort to create normative change in people’s perceptions and beliefs about other families.

*Strong Communities* used volunteer resources and existing community facilities, like churches, community centers, schools, and libraries to (a) connect systematically with families of very young children, (b) provide activities to help parents build social support networks, and (c) provide or arrange direct support for families in need.

The kind of services that developed included parents’ nights out; play groups; family activities; extra well-care visits focused on family support; and chats with family advocates. The services were designed to be universally available to families of young children in the community, and both to provide direct assistance and to offer ways for families to make connections with one another in a way that promoted new norms of mutual assistance. These are the types of activities that build cohesive and trusting communities, providing a safe space for families to address concerns without fear about becoming system-involved. Government intervention never becomes necessary.

In *Strong Communities*, community outreach workers take a twofold approach: 1) explaining the goal of the initiative to draw in community members and organizations to help families and create opportunities to incorporate the ideals of the initiative into their day-to-day lives; and 2) using the volunteers that they have mobilized to deliver services informally but reliably within the cornerstones of the community such as churches and parks. Crucially, the outreach workers are not bound by a “cookbook” of strategies in the way that caseworkers tend to be in our existing system. Outreach workers may “use their judgment and knowledge of the community, its culture, and its assets to design effective strategies to mobilize residents and community organizations.” Creativity is encouraged. The workers are guided by principles taken from research about the factors that most affect children’s well-being.
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Further, and crucially, the system cannot rely on the “bankrupt policy” of mandated reporting. Mandated reporting creates distrust amongst neighbors, thereby undermining the goal of a cohesive community. Lack of formal reporting requirements, and the ability to represent to clients that they may speak with the promise of absolute confidentiality and without the threat of child welfare intervention, allows outreach workers to build trust with the families they are serving.

In addition, family activity centers were developed as places for social interaction and community-building so that community members could know—and help—when their neighbors needed assistance. This was combined with multi-faceted family resource centers which provided both formal and informal services such as a health center and a club for immigrant Latinx families.

Participation in these programs had tremendous impacts on families: parenting stress went down, and parents’ perception of their own parenting went up. Neighbors’ perception of others’ parenting went up as well. Most relevantly, rates of child abuse and maltreatment went down.

A similar project in Washington state, the King County Blended Funding Project (“the Project”), emerged “to meet the needs of children who had experienced years of failure in the mental health, child welfare, education and juvenile justice systems.” Its goal was to provide a supportive community for parents to take on leadership roles and act as “parent partners” to reach out to engage other families. Social opportunities existed for all participating families to build community bonds and trust. Thus, families had people to turn to in times of crisis.

A key element of the Project was the idea of “co-production” which acted as a “critical countervailing force to professional, systematized care.” Instead of typical reliance on professional services, this approach identified parents’ individual skills to determine how people could help others within the community. For example, one woman who had a history of drug use and who had been formerly incarcerated used this experience to support others dealing with those struggles. A grandmother who raised her grandchildren started a support group for those in similar positions.
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Over time, reliance on the Project became less formal as connections within the community deepened.\footnote{Id. at 8.}

Unlike in \textit{Strong Communities} or the Project, in our current system, if a family needs help, most of the people they would turn to—teachers, social workers or doctors—are mandated reporters.\footnote{Adrienne Jennings Lockie, \textit{Salt in the Wounds: Why Attorneys Should Not Be Mandated Reporters of Child Abuse}, 36 N.M. L. REV. 125, 131 (2006).} Mandated reporters are required by law to report suspected child abuse or neglect or face the loss of their professional licenses or even subjection to criminal penalties.\footnote{CHILD. BUREAU, U.S. DEPT OF HEALTH & HUM. SERVS., PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO REPORT AND FALSE REPORTING OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 2 (Feb. 2019), https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/dfs/report.pdf [https://perma.cc/G36Q-M2WM].} Once a parent is reported, their cry for help is treated like an admission of wrongdoing.\footnote{We spend ten times as much on adoption as we do on reunification.\footnote{See Melton, supra note 84, at 9–18.} The current financial incentive structure motivates states to remove children, because foster care costs are reimbursed, whereas prevention and preservation are not.\footnote{Id.} According to the National Coalition for Child Protection Reform, “children often are removed from their families ‘prematurely or unnecessarily’ because federal aid formulas give states ‘a strong financial incentive’ to do so rather than provide services that could help to keep families together.”\footnote{Id.}

This is in part because historically, more money has been allocated towards foster care than to services to prevent removal.\footnote{Id.} Currently, $5.3 billion is spent on the foster care industrial complex versus $553 million on reunification services.\footnote{See, e.g., Edwards, supra note 38, at 6.} We spend ten times as much on adoption as we do on reunification.\footnote{See \textit{Defining Reasonable Efforts: Demystifying the State’s Burden Under Federal Child Protection Legislation}, 12 B.U. PUB. INT. L.J. 259, 276 (2003).} The current financial incentive structure motivates states to remove children, because foster care costs are reimbursed, whereas prevention and preservation are not.\footnote{State-by-State Data, \textit{Casey Fam. Programs} (Aug. 2021), https://www.casey.org/state-data/ [https://perma.cc/7PSS-AGZG].} According to the National Coalition for Child Protection Reform, “children often are removed from their families ‘prematurely or unnecessarily’ because federal aid formulas give states ‘a strong financial incentive’ to do so rather than provide services that could help to keep families together.”\footnote{Id.}

Happily, there is a significant amount of funding available to support widespread implementation of the insights in this Piece. Under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (“CARES”) Act, $45 million was allocated “to support the child welfare needs of families during this crisis and to help keep families together.”\footnote{Robert M. Gordon, \textit{Drifting Through Byzantium: The Promise and Failure of the Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997}, 83 MINN. L. REV. 637, 664–82 (1999).} Further, under the bill, the
Administration for Children and Families of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services also increased the reimbursement rate for prevention services from fifty percent to full reimbursement for the current fiscal year.\footnote{Building Communities of Hope: Creating a Better Future for Children and Families in a Time of Crisis, CASEY FAM. PROGRAMS (2020), \url[https://www.casey.org/hope/}.

Reinvesting in community-based prevention efforts would mean that families have places right in their backyards to go to when they’re struggling, without relying on children’s services. For example, New Hampshire’s Division for Children, Youth and Families (“DCYF”) collaborated with a community provider to create a “warm line” which families can call to get support or referrals.\footnote{Id.} Professionals follow up to ensure that families are doing well and that they have been able to access the suggested services.\footnote{Id.} The personnel answering the phone do not work for DCYF, as there is an understanding that people are more likely to ask for help from a community-based program than the state due to the fear of family regulation system involvement.\footnote{Id.} Similar models could be implemented nationwide.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Neglect and poverty are intertwined. This recognition therefore requires us to pinpoint our focus on strengthening communities to meet the basic needs of families to increase their capacity to care for their children in safe and loving homes.\footnote{Press Release, Admin. for Child. & Families, Child Abuse, Neglect Data Released (Jan. 15, 2020), \url[https://www.acf.hhs.gov/media/press/2020/2020/child-abuse-neglect-data-released]}. Early, community-based intervention can both prevent the circumstances that lead to actual maltreatment and ameliorate many of the conditions that are later mistaken for maltreatment. Further, evidence suggests that community interventions such as these are less complex and relatively inexpensive, because the core messages are simple and success is possible with just a few community outreach workers.\footnote{American Child Welfare System has Lost its Way Says Rochester Historian, UNIV. OF ROCHESTER: NEWS CTR. (Dec. 11, 2020), \url[https://www.rochester.edu/news-center/american-child-welfare-system-has-lost-its-way-says-rochester-historian-464292]} Not only would children avoid being unnecessarily removed from their homes, the system could then focus on those children who are actually harmed or at risk of harm, leading to better outcomes for them.\footnote{Id.}

Knowing what we know about prevention and the effectiveness of programs and efforts designed and administered in a manner consistent with Haddon, it seems clear that such efforts are mandated by the

“reasonable effort to prevent removals” requirement as written. It is not “reasonable” to seek to prevent a child’s removal simply by last-minute, emergency measures after the state believes a child has already been harmed or is at risk of harm. More than fifty years after William Haddon first published his work depicting the necessity of “pre-event” measures for prevention of harm, states should not be considered to be in compliance with the “reasonable efforts to prevent removal” requirement if they have not engaged in primary prevention efforts including wealth-building and promotion of social cohesion.

116 See generally Haddon, Changing Approach, supra note 25.